WILSON SAYS POWERS MUST OBEY KNOWN RULES OF WARFARE

No Nation, He Thinks, Has Right to Modify Usual Practice.

U.S. PREPARING NOTE OF INQUIRY

Effect of British Action Is That of Blockade Without the Name.

PRECEDENT KNOWN

"Long Distance Blockades" Unprecedented in Any Interlude.

MORGAN FIRM SELLING HORSES TO ENGLAND?

Reported to Return to England with Two Million Head of Horses

GUNS HIT FORT OF DARDANELLES OVER PENINSULA

Allied Ships Bombard the Turkish Defences from Gulf of Saros.

TOWN BURNED BY SHELLS OF FLEET

Russian Admiral Joins Forces Battling at Gates of Constantinople.

GERMANY WILL MEET AMERICA'S OBJECTIONS

Guarantee by President Will Lead to General Peace.

WILSON CHOICE OF LEADERSHIP TO TRANSITION

Press Arranges for British, French, Russian Representatives

WILSON CHOICES ARMS AROUSE PARTY ANGER

O'Gorman Said to Indorse Arrangement by Representative Fitzgerald.

WARMED WIFE ENDS LIFE BY LEAP

Woman Fights with Nurses in Sanatorium and Jumps from Window.

CUPID, NOT MARS, FOR MISS BRITTON

She Left Washington to Nurse Soldiers Reported Engaged to Him. Robert Reedfield.

CALL FOR FENDS SESSION AFTER ALL

Issue Now Hangs on Continuation of Trade Nominations.

MAY CALL EXTRA SESSION AFTER ALL

Issue Now Hangs on Continuation of Trade Nominations.

CLUSIVE OF LEADERSHIP TO TRANSITION

Press Arranges for British, French, Russian Representatives.

R E C T O R U G E S E A S I R ER D I V O R C E

Dr. Grant Declares Law of His Church is "Roman and Medieval."

Lighted Bomb in St. Patrick's Snuffed by Police During Mass; "Reds" Planned Reign of Terror

Explosion Entombs Detective's Wife 182 Coal Miners Lived in Terror

Two Arrests Follow Attempt—Hundreds in Danger

ONE "MEMBER" WAS DETECTIVE

Amedeo Pulignano, of the Fournier, Held the River

KEPT 4 MONTHS VIGIL

Suspicious Corradas, Who Took Over Detective, Has Stayed There.

HER BOMB JAR OF JELLY EATS LONG SOUGHT GEM

Game of Women's Brains Ends in a及 a Geo. Bleecker St.

Junior's Gem of Children.

15 Hours' Relief Work Believes Her Constant SavEs Ten in West Prayers Protected Husband from "Reds."
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